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PRESS RELEASE 
 
Stockholm, 17 June 2022 
 

Segulah partners with Co-native to build a leading group of 
cloud specialists in the Nordics 

Segulah Fund VI partners with Co-native, a newly established cloud services group based 
in Sweden, to support the company in its ambition to build a leading Nordic platform of 
independent cloud specialists with high growth potential. Co-native currently consists of 
Xenit AB (“Xenit”), a leading Microsoft Azure-focused cloud specialist offering digital trans-
formation services. Gothenburg-based Xenit was founded in 2009, achieved revenues of 
c. SEK 106m in 2021 through c. 80 employees and is fully owned by Co-native. Segulah 
becomes a significant shareholder in Co-native, teaming up with its founders Linus 
Lindström, Robin Kindberg and Executive Chairman Fredrik Arnander together with Xenit 
employees as joint owners of the new group.  

Co-native was established in 2022 as a group for “co-operation of cloud native companies”, 
with the strategy of creating a multi-brand portfolio of cloud specialists with supporting 
service offerings, customer base or geographical footprint, sharing common values and 
best practices. The Nordic cloud services market is sizeable, growing fast and fragmented, 
consisting of several independent cloud specialists focused on different cloud platforms 
and market segments. Through being the most attractive alternative for both cloud spe-
cialist companies and talents, combined with offering customers the best solutions for 
cloud and digital transformation, Co-native’s ambition is to build the leading cloud native 
services group in the Nordics.   

“We are happy to welcome Segulah and the team onboard. We believe Segulah will 
strengthen Co-native with their extensive experience in the IT & technology sector as well 
as building successful companies to reach our vision of becoming the leading Nordic 
cloud native group”, say Fredrik Arnander, Linus Lindström and Robin Kindberg, co-
founders, Co-native. 
 
“Co-native has taken a strong position within an attractive and fast-growing market 
driven by digitalisation. The investment fits well into Segulah’s strategy of investing in 
companies with long-term structural growth and we look forward to working together 
with the founders to realise Co-native’s full potential”, say Percy Calissendorff and Johan 
Möllerström, Partner and Director, at Segulah VI Advisor AB. 

The acquisition will be the second investment for Segulah Fund VI. 
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For further information, please visit www.co-native.com, www.segulah.com or contact: 

Fredrik Arnander, Executive Chairman, Co-native, +46 70 568 24 10,   
fredrik@co-native.com  

Linus Lindström, CEO, Co-native, +46 76-622 68 02,  
linus@co-native.com  

Percy Calissendorff, Partner, Segulah VI Advisor AB, +46 73 347 62 81,  
calissendorff@segulah.se 

Johan Möllerström, Director, Segulah VI Advisor AB, +46 72 543 79 11, 
mollerstrom@segulah.se  


